KURT DIETRICH
Volunteer Efforts:

Forum Architecture
Year
Organizational Group
1995
Forum Architecture
Description of Involvement:

Event
Creation of the group

Facilitator
Kurt Dietrich

Forum Architecture was a group I created in the spring of 1995. The initial concept for Forum Architecture is simple - a
social context for professionals to discuss what they enjoy most about the chosen profession.
Forum Architecture was formed at the initial meeting of 12 July 1995. Members on the original mailing list include:
Terry Teupah, James Youck, Bron Nurkowski, Donald Sosna, Raymond Gosselin, Derek Lam, Alton Tangedal, Kurt Dietrich
The concept letter forwarded to original members noted:
At present, there is no independent group for discussion of Architecture. In practice, there remains a tendency to focus on the
tangible concerns such as budgets, time lines, client demands, and technology. When do we get the chance to just talk about
the field, negating the majority of the aforementioned, focussing on the ideas and concepts?
What is proposed is to establish a group for discussion of Architectural ideas, theory, trends & movements, and general crap,
removing the business side of the profession. The group would be made up of young professionals from various school
backgrounds. It would be non-partisan with all members on an equal level. No chairperson or leader per se, we would each
get a chance to talk and listen, and to pick the next location. Meetings would be once a month at different locations (Offices,
restaurants, coffee shops, whatever...) just to talk and share ideas and experiences. Specific topics could be chosen for
subsequent sessions, or we could keep it all open. It is not intended that the discussions would require any detailed research
or preparation for the meetings and the structure would be kept loose to allow free thought.
Event Resolution:
The group has organized and participated in many exciting ventures within the City of Regina. These activities include:
1997: Vision 20/20 (City of Regina Downtown Planning Charrette)
1998: University of Regina (Master Planning Design Charrette)
1998: Architecture Goes to School (RAIC Festival Community Event)
1998: RAIC Chapter / Regina Society of Architects (Amalgamation with new organization)
2007: A Meeting of the Minds (Proposed Sketch Camp Sessions)

kd@kdietrich.com
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KURT DIETRICH
Volunteer Efforts:
2020 Vision
Warehouse – Downtown - Transition Area
City of Regina
Year
Organizational Group
Event
Host Group
1997
Forum Architecture
Design Charrette
Forum Architecture
Description of Involvement:
My role in this process was the lead contact for Forum Architecture related to planning and carrying out the entire
event. The agenda and content of the evening was determined by F/A, as a group with myself chairing the
planning session. I was responsible for the final documentation summarizing the event. Attendees at the Charrette
included Civic Councillors, Mayor D. Archer, local developers, residents of the specific areas, Regina’s Economic
Development Office, Downtown Market Square representatives and members of Forum Architecture.

Event Resolution:
The event was carried out over a Friday evening and Saturday morning working sessions. The Friday evening
component was spent in review of the current available data and discussion between the assigned teams. Saturday
morning included the design component along with group presentations of the design solutions. The results were
highly successful in terms of design opportunities explored and education of the attendees relative to the role of
architects and architectural design.
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KURT DIETRICH
Volunteer Efforts:
Master Plan Development
University of Regina
Regina, Saskatchewan
Year
Organizational Group
Event
Host Group
1998
Forum Architecture
Design Charrette
University of Regina
Description of Involvement:
My role in this process was the lead contact for Forum Architecture related to planning and carrying out the entire
event. The agenda and content of the day long event was coordinated between the University of Regina and
myself. I was responsible for organizing the members of F/A as well assigning members to the respective design
groups. During the session, I acted as lead for the design group I participated in. Attendees at the Charrette
included Senior Administration of the University, Staff of the Engineering and Planning Department, Faculty Deans
and lead students, civic representatives and members of Forum Architecture.

Event Resolution:
The event was carried out over a single work day session. The morning component was spent in review of the current
available data and discussion between the assigned teams. The afternoon workshop included the design component
along with group presentations of the design solutions. The results were highly successful in terms of design
opportunities explored by all teams related to the future development of the University of Regina.
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KURT DIETRICH
Volunteer Efforts:
Architecture Goes To School
(A component of the RAIC Festival of Architecture)
Regina, Saskatchewan
Year
Organizational Group
Event
Host Group
1998
Forum Architecture
Student School Project
RAIC Festival Planning Committee
Design Activities
Description of Involvement:
My role in this process was the lead contact for Forum Architecture related to planning and carrying out the entire
event. The agenda and content of the event was developed by myself, Bob Croft and Celeste Croft, Principal of a local
elementary school. My tasks included organizing the members of F/A and associated design professional as well
assigning members to the respective design groups. During the session, I acted as lead for the design group I
participated in. Participants in the process included Civic Officials and Administration, Landscape Architects, Civic
Planners, Educators and local Architectural professionals.

Event Resolution:
This project was a multi-disciplinary effort involving eight schools in the Regina Area. The entire event spanned ten
weeks with weekly meetings at each school and planning meetings of the organizing groups. The students were first
assigned the task of compiling a civic poll on the importance, benefits and deficiencies in the existing Wascana Park
area. The efforts of the students resulted in a redesign of the Wascana Park Area. A subsequent presentation and
model were set-up in the Cornwall Centre Shopping Mall during Design Week in the Province of Saskatchewan. This
effort was one component of the RAIC Festival of Architecture which was held in Regina in 1998.
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